
La-Z-Boy Product Descriptions 

La-Z-Boy is undertaking a website overhaul so these do not yet appear on the website. 

There was a limit of 250 characters.  

 

• The Cleo Swivel Chair’s sophisticated lines and smoothly sloped arms make it just the piece to 

bring a room together. Then Cleo’s 360-degree swivel can bring you together with the 

room…with smooth, easy access to all the action. 

 

• The Dorian Power Rocking Recliner features grand proportions, soft cushions and the ability to 

transform your day. The power adjustable back, bucket seat and legrest will melt away stress 

and tension. The gentle rocking will send you off to bliss! 

 

• Hold a spot for yourself on the Joel Reclining Loveseat. Smooth lines, casual contours and lush 

cushioning will grab your eye. Pillowy arms will pull you in, then recline the plush chaise seats 

into a zone of comfort and feel the embrace of calm. 

 

• The Liam Gliding Recliner gracefully spins, glides and reclines in a dance of comfort and style. 

Lean back in the chaise seat and kick up your legs for a comfy stretch. Liam’s flared arms, clean 

lines and refined silhouette get a sitting ovation. 

 

• The Riley High Leg Power Reclining Chair will elevate the décor of any room with its flowing 

sculptural lines and casual elegance. Riley’s style will leave an impression, but its true charm lies 

in its inviting comfort and power to fully recline. 

 

• Some pieces simply make a room—and Marietta is one of them. Gorgeous from every angle, its 

elegant silhouette and diamond-tufted back radiate its charm to all points of the room. This is a 

chair that will elevate your décor to another level. 

 

• The Liam Power Rocking Recliner creates a perfect harmony between comfort and style. Its tall 

back, cozy chaise seat and rhythmic rocking will ease strain. Sleek flared arms and a clean 

silhouette will lend a bright note of refinement to any room. 

 

• The cozy Cleo 2-Arm Chaise with Storage was designed for book readers, movie marathoners, 

dog cuddlers, afternoon nappers, scarf knitters and cross-word puzzlers. Grab your throw out of 

the storage compartment and rejoice--you found the perfect spot! 
 

• The Stratus Power Rocking Recliner w/ Headrest feels like floating on a cloud. The outsized 

proportions, extra padding  and perfectly adjusted headrest, back and legrest will send you 

drifting along on a tranquil breeze as you rock your cares away. 

 

• The Meyer Left-Arm Sitting Chaise w/ Storage has clean, bold lines with a sturdy armrest and an 

expansive seat perfect for stretching out and enjoying some daydreams. Or grab your throw 

from the storage compartment and settle in for some real dreams. 



 

• First, the Brentwood High Leg Power Reclining Chair will get noticed for its vintage good looks. 

Then, it will capture hearts with its plush comfort and smooth recline. Timeless style and power 

recline--welcome to your new favorite place! 
 

• The Brooks Power Rocking Recliner w/ Headrest offers enormous comfort in a smaller size. The 

clean contours of the back and simple lines of the streamlined arms come together to create a 

refined look that will be the perfect fit for any room. 


